GMT is also professional tour operator for Muslim travelers
JTBGMT has fulltime Muslim staff members arranging and managing trips to Japan. We make
arrangements for Muslim tourists based on GMT’s Muslim support policy, thoroughly examining the
services provided by restaurants and accommodation facilities so that Muslim tourists can enjoy
traveling Japan, a non-Muslim country, without care.
We also cater for a variety of tours such as consolidated tours, group tours, incentive tours, and free
independent travelers. If you have any questions, ask us right away.
Telephone correspondence is available in not only English but also Indonesian, provided by our three
Indonesian staff members.
This year, we have arranged Muslim tours from countries such as Indonesia Brunei, Malaysia, and
Pakistan. Feel free to inquire us right now.

There is a prayers room in GMT

CONTACT INFORMATION: Person in Charge for Muslim tour in Japan
Haris Marata Mafadah (Ms.)
South East Asia 1 Sales Division 4
TEL: (+81) 03-5796-5464
FAX: (+81) 03-5796-5450
E-mail: h_mafadah811@gmt.jtb.jp

ⒸJTBGMT

Hokkaido FAM, hosted by JTBGMT（familiarization tour for Indonesian Travel Agents and Media）

ⒸJTBGMT

ⒸJTBGMT
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Restaurant ABO – Wagyu Bistro ( Halal certified )
Wagyu Bistro Restaurant ABO (Halal Certified Kitchen*)
Due to a strong demand from Muslim tourists for Halal wagyu (Japanese beef), we would like
to introduce this wagyu bistro that provides a Halal wagyu menu. Under the motto of providing
delicious Halal meals, wagyu farmers in Kagoshima are involved in the management of the
restaurant, ensuring that quality wagyu can be enjoyed at reasonable prices.
The second floor kitchen is Halal certified. Equipped with an individual room (hosting up to
approx. 14 guests), and also offering the option of serving food cooked on the second floor
downstairs for up to approx. 60 guests (including the terrace seats), the restaurant is capable of
catering for groups.
*Please note that the first floor kitchen and restaurant are not Halal. Alcohol is available.
*Only the second floor kitchen is Halal certified by the Japan Islamic Trust.

* Prayer rugs available for rent.
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Tokyo Camii & Turkish Culture Center
The beautiful Tokyo Camii was built in 1938 by a Turk who had escaped to Japan
from Kazan, Turkey. It was later rebuilt in 2000 due to deterioration. While drawing
from traditional Ottoman Turkish building styles and carrying them on into our
times, it also displays characteristics of modern architecture. The multipurpose
hall on the first floor serves for a variety of activities such as weddings, plays,
exhibitions, and performances.
For GMT tours, it can be visited as both a tourist attraction and a place of worship.
Capacity: 1,500 guests

ADD : 1-19 Oyama-cho, Shibuya-ku,
Tokyo , Japan
Operation hours:
-Turkish Culture center: 10:00-18:00
-Tokyo Camii: The five daily prayer’s
time
TEL: +81 03-5790-0760
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An ideal tour itinerary for Muslim travelers (Indonesia-Japan)
DAY

TIME

1

2

3

4

5

ITINERARY

MEAL

AM

-Arrive at Narita International Airport from Jakarta Indonesia
-Visit Nakamise Shopping street where is closed to Asakusa Kannon
Temple*
*we also visit the temple for photo shootings

Lunch at Asakusa area:
Japanese buffet style: Organic and
vegetarian foods

PM

-Visit the Imperial Palace Garden
-Visit Shibuya where is one of the busiest central area of Tokyo
-Move to Mt. Fuji area and stay one night

Dinner at Yamanashi Pref. area:
halal food

AM

-Visit Mt. Fuji 5th level ( if the weather permitted, if it is rain, we visit
Visitor Center instead)
-Visit Oshino Hakkai, the spring fountain lakes for walking and photo
shootings

Breakfast at hotel:
International buffet style

PM

-Move to Matsumoto city in Nagano and stay one night

Lunch at Mt. Fuji area:
Indian curry set menu
Dinner: Japanese Bento Box

AM

-Visit Shirakawago, the historic village where is one of the UNESCO world
heritage site for a sightseeing

Breakfast at hotel:
International buffet style

PM

-Visit Takayama old town, where you can see some of the old buildings
and houses from Edo period
-Move to Nagahama city and stay one night

Lunch at Takayama city area :
Japanese set menu(grilled halal
chicken)
Dinner at Nagahama city area:
Indian & Nepali set menu

AM

-Move to Kyoto city for a sightseeing
-Visit Kiyomizu temple*
*we also visit the temple for photo shootings

Breakfast at hotel:
International buffet style
Lunch at Kyoto area :BBQ lunch set
menu

PM

-Move to Osaka city by Bullet train and stay one night

Dinner at Osaka Pref. area :
Japanese or Arabian foods

AM

-Move to Kansai International Airport and depart to Jakarta, Indonesia

Breakfast at hotel:
International buffet style
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We have brushed up the
products we provided for
the Indonesian Muslim
market in 2016, and
made them available to
the broader Southeast
Asian Muslim market for
2017. Regarding meals,
which require the most
caution in Muslim tours,
we have prepared Halal
certified and Muslimfriendly restaurants that
we have worked with last
year, ensuring worry-free
meals. In addition to the
standard course going
from Tokyo to Osaka, we
also provide courses
visiting Shirakawago
village, which is recently
popular among
Southeast Asian tourists.
The guides will be
Indonesian guides.

